[July It is my object in this paper to determine whether any material advantage is gained in the solution of the sextic equation by the introduction of the formproblem of the cross-ratio group of six things, PC6, or PCe,j2.
The main result in this direction is found in § 2, namely, that after the adjunction of the square root of the discriminant A of the given sextic S, the PC6,I2 and therefore S itself has a rational resolvent sextic 2. This resolvent 2 is of the general diagonal type, i. e., the fifth and third powers of the unknown are missing. This resolvent is not unknown, * and the main point of novelty here is the very natural way in which it is suggested by the C6!.
In the first paragraph, the equations of generating substitutions of C6, are derived, particular sets of conjugate points are considered, the invariant spreads of the group are obtained, and the form-problems of C6! and C6!/2 are set forth. The solution of the sextic S in terms of the solution of either of these formproblems is exhibited.
In the second paragraph the solution of PCe,l2 is expressed rationally in terms of the solution of the resolvent 2.
Some data concerning the history of 2 and its connection with a particular sextic <P of Maschke are reviewed. These data are correlated to some extent by a geometric interpretation.
A solution of PCS, by means of hyperelliptic modular functions also appears.
In the third paragraph the reduction of the solution of 2 to the solution of the form-problem PGm of the Valentiner collineation group G3eo in S2 is outlined.
The method there used applies equally well to the given sextic S,\ so that the advantage which arises from the introduction of 2 is due only to the absence of two of its coefficients.
But the rational functions of the coefficients required for the reduction to PG3m are of necessity so complicated J that this advantage is important. § 1. The Invariants and Form Problems of C6!.
A sextic S with given roots zx, z2, ■ ■ -, z6 can be transformed linearly in such a way that ze becomes oo and the other roots become yx, y2, ■ • -, yb respectively, where T?, 2/¿ = 0.
The transformed roots y are determined to within a factor of proportionality.
Their values in terms of the differences of the roots z are X An estimate of the number and order of these functions is found .n c2.
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The differences of the transformed roots y are
The system of values y subject to the relation, £ y.. = 0, can be interpreted as the homogeneous coordinates of a point y in S3. In this system of coordinates there is associated with the five reference planes, y. = 0, a set of five points, each the polar point of one plane as to the tetrahedron of the other four. Denote these five points by px, p2, ■ ■ ■, ph ; their coordinates arê (-4, 1,1,1,1) , ...,j,5(l,1,1,1,-4).
In the formulae (1) let z6 be a variable parameter, t. Then the point y describes a rational twisted cubic. As t takes the values zx, z2, ■ ■ •, z6, y takes the positions, px, p2, • • •, p5, y. Thus to construct the point y which corresponds to a given sextic S, we associate five of the roots of S to the points p and pass through these points a rational cubic such that their parameters p on the cubic are projective to the five roots of S.
In this projectivity, the sixth root of S determines a sixth point y on the cubic curve.
Since five roots of S can be associated with the five points in 720 ways, a sextic S determines a set of 720 points y. The change in y due to a permutation of the roots of S from some given order furnishes a transformation of Moore's group, Cfi,. The 720 points y determined by S are a set of conjugate points under C6.. Let T(.)() denote a permutation written in cycle form from the order zx,z2, ■ •., a6 to the order z'x, z'2, ■ • -, z'6. The same symbol will be used for the transformation which carries y into y'. Clearly the permutations of a,, • • •, as alone give rise to the permutation group of the five coordinates y, i. e., to the collineation group, C120, which transforms the system of five planes yi or the system of five points pi into itself.
The C6, can be generated by this group and an additional transformation, say Tilt).
To obtain this transformation we make use of formulae (2). p (y[ -y'2) = -5-VW W 4'6' ~W ,-5-62 31 41 51 = a - Thus T{n) is an involutory cubic transformation with the singular tetrahedron p2, p3, pt, p5 and the fixed point j>x. Moreover any permutation which affects [July z6 gives rise to a cubic transformation with a singular tetrahedron whose vertices are found among the points p and with the same period as the permutation. The equations of the transformation can be obtained in precisely the same way as for Tm.
A point in general position is one of a set of 720 points which form a conjugate set under C6!. If a point takes less than 720 positions under C6!, it must be unaltered by a certain subgroup G of C6,. To such a point there must correspond a class of projective binary sextics, each of which must be self-pro jective under a binary transformation group T which is isomorphic with G.
If all the roots of the sextic are distinct, any permutation of them which can be effected by a binary projectivity defines the projectivity.
If however equalities among the roots exist-to fix ideas let zx = z2 -then to the identical projectivity there corresponds the identical permutation and also the permutation (zx, z2).
From the formulae (2) we find that the points y which correspond to sextics for which z. = zk( i, k = 1, 2, ■ • •, 5 ) lie in the plane y. -yk = 0 ; those which correspond to sextics for which aJ = z6 are directions about the point p.. These five points and ten planes are a conjugate system of manifolds under C6!, the locus of points for which the invariant A of S vanishes.
Since we are interested primarily in the solution of S we shall assume that A 4= 0. Then the groups G and r are simply isomorphic.
The types of sextics S invariant under a group r have been tabulated by Bolz A.* From these types the systems of points in question are easily derived.
Because of the projective character of the transition from sextic S to point y it is clear that the locus of points y which map sextics S for which a certain invariant loi S vanishes is a surface, M= 0, invariant under C6!. Conversely to every surface, Jf= 0, invariant under C6! there corresponds an invariant 1 of S.
For if M = 0 is invariant under C6!, M must be a symmetric function olyx,y2, ■ •., ys. Since ]£yi = 0, M is the leading coefficient of a covariant of the quintic, (tx -yxt2) ■ ■ ■ (tx -y5t2).
Then JH= 0 expresses that oo is a certain covariant point of yx, • • •, y6, or that z6 is a certain covariant point of z,, • • •, z5. The condition that z{ be a similar covariant point of the other z's is that M= 0 for all points conjugate to y, and this is satisfied, since M= 0 is invariant under C6I. But this condition implies that the roots z satisfy a rational invariant relation, /= 0.
The mode of procedure is to express the invariants of S in terms of the differences of the roots z. By identifying ze with oo and zx, z2, ■ ■ ■, zb with yx,y2, • • ■, ys we get the corresponding invariant surface from the coefficient of the highest power of z6. The index of this power is the degree n of I in the coefficients of S. The weight 3 re of / is the order in the differences.
But n differences in each term of /contain z6. Thus the order of the corresponding invariant surface M in y is 2n.
Since M must contain all the points to the same multiplicity k and also must be invariant under Tm, we find that k = n. Hence All surfaces invariant under C6! are rational integral functions of a set of surfaces M4, M%, MX2, Mm, M^ of orders 4, 8, 12, 20, 30 respectively and of multiplicities 2, 4, 6, 10, 15 respectively at the points p. These surfaces correspond to the members of a complete system of invariants of S of degrees 2, 4, 6, 10, 15 respectively.
The square of M30 can be expressed by means of the others ; whence the general invariant surface M either is of order 4& with 2&-fold points at pi or is the aggregate of such a surface and Mm. The discriminant A of degree ten corresponds to a surface of order twenty, which as we have seen must be the square of the ten planes on p.
This surface has 12-fold points at pi instead of the normal 10-fold points. This is accounted for the fact that the oo2 directions about pi also map sextics for which A = 0. In general if the multiplicity at pi is greater than the normal multiplicity, 2k, the ten planes are part of the invariant surface.
The simplest linear system of surfaces which is unaltered by C6! is the system of oo4 quadrics on the five points p.
These quadrics map S3 on a cubic surface in S4, whence there is among five linearly independent quadrics on p only a single cubic relation.
There are
linearly independent forms of order n in these five quadratic forms. This is exactly the number.
of linearly independent forms of order 2«. with re-fold points at pt. Hence every surface invariant under C6! can be expressed as an algebraic form with the five quadrics as variables.
For purposes of manipulation however it is convenient to have a symmetrical set of quadrics on the points p{. Since the five points are permuted by C120, each member of such a set would be unaltered by a subgroup of CI20 whose index is the number of members.
This number should be five at least and we look for quadrics invariant under a metacyclic subgroup C20 of C120 whose index is 6. Selecting the particular subgroup generated bŷ (12345) and ^02354) we ^n^ tnat tne quadi'ic required is [July (Vi -y2)(y5 -y») + (2/2 -2/3X2/1 -2/4) + (2/., -y«) (y, -y») 
A + B+C+D + E+F=0.
The even permutation group of the y's, a C60, permutes the six quadrics as the icosahedral group permutes the diagonals of the icosahedron ; the odd permutations permute the quadrics oddly into the quadrics with changed sign. The Cremona transformation T(X6) permutes the quadrics in the order (AE)(BC) ( DF) to within a common outstanding factor. Thus to within common factors the quadrics are permuted in all possible ways by the C6,. Each quadric is unaltered by one of a second set of six conjugate subgroups of C6! of order 120. The cubic identity satisfied by these quadrics must be unaltered by C6 ¡ and therefore must be symmetric in A, ■ • ■, F.
Since ~2A = 0, this identity is (6) A3 + 7?3 + C3 + 7>3 + E3 + F3 m 0.
Every invariant surface can be expressed in terms of these quadrics, and being invariant must be a symmetric or alternating rational integral function of them. Conversely every such function determines a surface invariant under C6,. For example, 2A5 does not vanish, since the quadrics satisfy only the relations, 2A = 0 and 2 .a3 = 0 . The odd permutations of CI20 change the sign of 2 A5, hence it is an alternating invariant S of degree 5, i. e., to within a numerical factor, VA.
Also n(_4 -2?) does not vanish and is unaltered by both the even and the odd permutations of C120. It must be then the skew invariant of S of degree 15. The symmetric functions, 1A2, 2 vl4, and n.4 correspond to invariants of S of degrees 2, 4. and 6 respectively. To identify the preceding results with known systems let us define, following Clebsch and Gordan, some invariants and covariants of the sextic. Let The form problem of the C6, reads as follows : (15) Given the numerical values of A, B, C, A, invariant under C6!, to find the ratios of the coordinates of a point y for which these quantities take the assigned values.
The given values determine the numerical values of B/A2, C/A3, and A/A5, whence y is a meeting point of invariant surfaces of orders 8, 12 and 20. Apart from the points p of multiplicities 4, 6, and 10 respectively, these surfaces meet in 8-12-20 -5-4-6-10 = 720 points which form a conjugate set under C6,. Thus all the solutions of PC6! are obtained rationally from one solution by means of the transformations of C6!. If the numerical value which the product of the ten planes, VA, takes for the point y be given it is not possible to determine a set of 360 points conjugate under (76!/2 by means of three absolute invariants alone.
As before, the known ratios B/A2, C/A3, and A/A5 determine two sets of 360 conjugate points.
If also the value R be given, the known ratios B/A2, C/A3, R/( l/A)3 determine three sets of 360 conjugate points, since the surfaces are of orders 8,12, and 30 with 4-, 6-, and 15-fold points respectively at pr But there is an identity (Gordan, Invarianten-theorie, pp. 290-1) which expresses the square of 5/(l/A)3in terms of B/A2, C/A3 and A/J.5. Since this identity is cubic in A/A5, only one of the above three sets is contained in the two sets. Thus the form-problem of 5C6!/2 reads :
(16) Given the numerical values of the invariants A, 5, C, l/A, and R subject to the identity which connects them, to find the ratios of the coordinates y of one of the associated set o/360 points conjugate under C'6!/2.
We have to show finally how the roots z of the given sextic Scan be expressed rationally in terms of a solution, y, of PC6!/2. First let us assume that A 4= 0 and R + 0, for otherwise S can be solved by means of radicals.
The invariants A, B, C, A, and R of S are calculated and a value of i/A is adjoined. These values are identified with the numerical values in PC6]i2.
The solution of PC6V2 furnishes a sextic S' =6t2(tx-yxt2). --(tl-y5t2) which is projective to S.
If we denote the invariants and covariants of S' by primed letters, then (17) I\(lx)2 = pl2'(Ït)2, I2(mxf = pT2(mt)2, (rex)2 = p (re't)2.
Here I2 is a non-vanishing invariant of weight 6 which can always be formed from A, 5, C, and i/A unless ,4 = 5= C= 0, in which case S is solvable by radicals, p is a power of the determinant of the projectivity that transforms S' into S. The determinant of the system (17) in the variables x\, 2xj x2, and x2 is II R and is not zero.
From Hence the solution of S and that of PC6< or the solution of S after the adjunction of j/A and that of PC6,!2 are rationally equivalent problems. § 2. The Sextic Resolvent 2 q/*7->C6!/2.
The given quantities in PC6lj2 as formulated in (16) determine rationally the coefficients of the sextic 2 in (9). Also, according to (14), y''A5 is rationally known from PC6,j2.
The Galois group of 2 is of order 360 and is simply isomorphic with C6!/2. Since the roots of 2 are rational functions of the required coordinates y in PC6!/2, 2 is in a sense a rational resolvent of PC6,¡2.
In order to complete the connection between 2 and 7>C6!/2 we require formulae which give the ratios of the coordinates y in terms of the roots A, ■ ■ ■, F of 2. From the formulae (4) we get at once From these ratios of the differences we find the required ratios of the coordinates y,
where 5yi = (12) + (13)+ (14) + (15) 52/2=-4(12) + (13) + (14) + (15) Hence the solution of 2 and the solution of _PC6!/2 are rationally equivalent problems.
Since the solutions of PCeV2 and the solution of S after the adjunction of VA ave also rationally equivalent, it must be possible to exhibit 2 directly as a rational resolvent of S. This is accomplished by passing from the quadrics A, • • ■, F to functions of the differences (zi -zk) by means of formulae (2). Dropping the factor, 25n?=1(¿6 ), from the six we obtain functions, A', ■ ■ ■, F', of weight 3 and of order 1 in a particular root.
They arise from A, ■ ■ ■, Fhy replacing each term (ik)(lm) by the term (ik)(lm)(n6). These new functions A', ■ ■ ■, F' are the roots of a rational resolvent of S after adjunction of l/A.
They have been used by previous writers on this subject, but in these earlier accounts the introduction of the functions seems to be somewhat fortuitous.
Here their existence and properties have been shown to be direct consequences of quite elementary geometric group-theory.
Moreover the inverse process of expressing the roots of S in terms of the roots of 2 [ ( 19 ), ( 20 ), ( 17 ) 
*2=fl<=^(0* 0; 2tu, 2t12, 2tJ, z-eox=#0X(Q, 0; 2tu, 2rI2, 2r22), 
(20)
The roots of <I> = 0 are quartic forms in the z's which I shall denote by <Í>A, • • -, &p [see Maschke, 1. c. (7) and (11)], each of which is unaltered by the same group, Tu, of linear substitutions or by an isomorphic group, T16, of collineations. They satisfy the two identities (23) z^ = o, T*A*B*c*i>=i(i:*A*ByOn the other hand, Bolza* has obtained the values of the invariants of the binary sextic in terms of the zero values of the hyperelliptic thetas, ¿*(0' 0; Tu, t12, t22), associated with the sextic. The squares of the ten even thetas can be expressed as quadratic functions of the z's and therefrom the invariants can be derived as functions of the forms F. [Bolza, loc. cit., (30) , (32) ; Maschke, loc. cit., (21) and (23) Maschke J has remarked further that by means of a Tschirnhausen transformation, y = x2 + \x + p, the general sextic can be transformed into í> = 0 by solving a quartic equation.
Then the known values of F{ determine the absolute invariants formed from A", 5°, C°, A0. If therefore the periods and the thetas be calculated for a normal hyperelliptic integral associated with a binary sextic which has these absolute invariants, values of Vpz¡ in (24) are obtained and these in turn determine the roots &A of <P = 0. Thus the general sextic is solved by means of hyperelliptic modular functions. [July In later papers Brioschi * develops more fully the connection between these sextics and the theta moduli. The sextic Tis in Joubert's normal form. By comparing it with 2 in (12), the relations between the invariants of Bolza and those of § 1 appear.
Clearly the solution of T or 2 implies the solution of Maschke's sextic <I> and conversely.
We shall find farther on [see (32)] the rational transformation inverse to (27).
The formulae given above are illuminated by some geometric considerations allied with the papers of H. W. Richmond.f Denote the quadrics A by A (y2), their polarized forms by A(yy'); the quartics $>A by <I>^(a4), their polarized forms by <E>¿(z3a'). If we polarize the identity (6), 2 A3(y2) = 0, we get the identity, ~2A2(y2)A(yy) = 0. But this expresses that, for a given point y, the quadric, 2 A2(y2)A(y ) = 0, has a double point at y. For given y we have the condition that a quadric on the six points p. and y may have a double point at y. Hence (28) The equation, ~2A2(y2)A(y' ) = 0,is, for given y, a quadric cone on the points p with vertex at y ; for given y, the Weddle quartic surface with double points at the points p and y .
The quartics <3?A are unaltered by a collineation T16 determined by a Kummer surface, and every such quartic is a linear combination of the <í>^'s, say 2 X¿ &A -0 • Since 2 <&A = 0 we can suppose that 2 \A = 0. The condition that 2 XA <Î>A = 0 be a Kummer surface is then easily shown to be 2X^ = 0.
Hence "2. A(y'2)Q>A = 0 is for given point y a Kummer quartic. It is easily verified \ that the fundamental sextic of this Kummer quartic and the sextic y'x, ■ • ■, y\, oo are projective ; whence (29) The Weddle quartic surface, 2^4(y' ) A2(y2) = 0, and the Kummer Mathematics, vol. 31 (1899), p. 125; vol. 34 (1902), p. 117. (31) The quartic surface (30) is a Kummer quartic surface with double points at the 16 points conjugate to a' under r,6.
The coefficients of <I>^(a4), • • •, in (30) after being modified so that their sum is zero can be identified with the coefficients of <S?A(z4) in (29).
Expressing each coefficient in terms of the symmetric functions of the ^'s, i. e., the 2^, and of a particular <t>^ we find with little trouble that (32) .4 = -^ + 32^-22^.
This formula furnishes the Tschirnhausen transformation of the sextic Í» into the sextic 2.
If we interpret the ^4's as homogeneous point coordinates, and the 4>x's as space coordinates in St, then 2.43 = 0 is the equation of a diagonal cubic surface, A3, whose reciprocal is a quartic envelope, 2?4. The equation of 2?4 is precisely the quartic identity (23). Thus we have the particularly simple interpretation of (27) and (32) Consequently also the solution of PC6, in terms of hyperelliptic modular functions of genus two is known.
Ultimately then the roots of the given sextic S are expressed in terms of such functions, i. e. in terms of transcendental functions of three variables, the moduli tu , t12 , t22 . This however can hardly be accepted as a final solution.
The PG3M contains only two independent variables and by the use of it in place of the modular functions an essential simplification is obtained. § 3. The Reduction of PC6V2 to the Valentiner Form-Problem.
The even permutations which do not alter z6 give rise to a collineation subgroup Cm of C6!;2. This subgroup is one of a set of six conjugate subgroups, G{¡1, • • ■, G^l, the root z. being associated with G$.
The quadrics A , • ■ ■, F also are permuted in all possible even ways by (76!/2. Therefore C6!;2 contains a second set of six conjugate subgroups, G$, • • -, G(f0\ the quadric A being unaltered by G<$, etc. The same set of subgroups G$ is defined by the functions A', •••, F' of the roots a. If then we begin with the quadrics A, ■ ■ ■, F and form from them six functions A", • • •, F" in the same way that the A"s are formed from zi, these new functions will be unaltered respectively by a set of conjugate subgroups Gm which are different from G{£-, ■ • -, &&K The groups G{^'\ •••, G'*P must be identical to within their order with the groups G^'J, • • -, &$, since C6V2 is known to contain only two [July systems of conjugate icosahedral subgroups.
Let us then name these functions J5F», -.., H*K Each H is of order 3 in the differences of A, ■■■, F, of order 6 in the differences of the y's and of maximum order 3 in a particular y. Also since Hñ is unaltered by G^ or Cm it must be a seminvariant of the quintic with roots y of degree 3 and weight 6. The quintic has only one such covariant-its canonizant of order 3. Thus H6 = 0 must be the condition that oo be a canonizant point of yx, y2, ■ ■ -, yb. Similarly Hb = 0 is the condition that yb be a canonizant point of yx, ■ ■ •, y4, oo ; etc. The surfaces, -£/,. = 0, are sextic surfaces with triple points at pi which satisfy relations similar to (5) which is also a Kleinian form. This connex viewed as a collineation has three fixed points which can be separated by means of an " accessory " cubic equation.
One of these fixed points is a so-called " covariant point " by means of which the solution of PC6,J2 is reduced to PGseo. Simpler algebraically than this direct transition from PC6ll2 to PG3S0 is the solution of the resolvent 2 in terms of PGm. This is accomplished exactly as outlined for the general sextic in C 2 (in particular § 4), the expressions being considerably shorter owing to the fact that in the case of 2, ax = a3 = 0. For example, the accessory cubic equation [C2, §4, (1), (2), (3), (4) From the preceding considerations I conclude that as a matter of practical convenience it seems advisable to effect the solution of the diagonal sextic resolvent 2 in terms of PG^ rather than the given sextic S. As the natural bond between S and 2, the Cremona C6 !/2 must be introduced. Baltimore, Oct. 1, 1910. 
